window films
and blinds

Auto Tint Film
Enhance your vehicle’s appearance
Upgrade existing glass to privacy glass
Keeps vehicle cool & free from glare
Protect your vehicle with automotive window film. Window tint provides the
comfort, style and solar protection that keeps you driving cooler and your
vehicle looking great.
SUPATINT AUTO TINT window film is the one product that starts working
for you the minute it's installed on your car, offering one or all the
following benefits - reject excessive heat, reduce annoying glare, blocks
up to 99 percent of damaging ultraviolet light and turn existing glass into
privacy glass.
Our window tint will also enhance your vehicle's appearance. Available in a
wide variety of colours and shades.
Tints are a cost effective way to enhance your vehicle's appearance - and
keep it looking newer longer - while protecting you and your passengers.

Available in a wide range of colours and shades auto tinting is
the ideal protection for young children from the annoying glare and
heat of the sun. It is used by
many animal lovers to protect
their pets from excessive exposure to the sun.

q Enhances vehicle appearance.
q Helps stop annoying glare.
q Stops the sun’s heat.
q Upgrades existing glass to
privacy glass.
q Available as a security anti theft
film.
q Protects children and pets from
annoying glare and heat.
q Blocks uv to protect interior trim.
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Enhances Vehicle Appearance - A vehicle fitted with any window film will
always look better. By installing window film a vehicle will have an impressive
appearance that is second to none.
Cooler in Summer - Window films reject up to 80% of the sun's heat keeping
your vehicle cool. Pets and children are protected 24 hours a day.
Reduces Glare - Window films reduce the annoying glare from the sun. Babies and children travelling in the rear of vehicles are fully protected, ideal for
Play stations’ and DVDs’. Glare from a vehicle headlights are reduced improving night time driving safety.
Blocks 99% of UV Radiation - All our window films screen out up to 99% of
the sun's invisible ultraviolet (UV-A) radiation, which is the principle cause of
premature skin ageing. Upholstery is protected from damaging UV radiation.
Protects The Vehicle Interior - Tints help block heat and UV radiation, reducing the risk of fading the interior trim and fabric of a vehicle, keeping your
vehicle looking new longer.
Privacy Glass - Autotint window tint allows you to turn your existing clear
glass into privacy glass.
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